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This study examined speech discrimination of English vowels [ɑ] (as in “hot”), [ʌ] (as in “hut”),
and [æ] (as in “hat”) by non-native English speakers, using an AXB discrimination task.
Previous research has shown that a person’s first language (L1) influences how speech is
perceived in a second-learned language (L2). Spanish and Japanese were chosen for this study
because both languages share the same five spectrally-different vowels, but Japanese
additionally distinguishes between short and long versions of those five vowels. The target
populations were early and late Spanish-English bilinguals, early and late Japanese-English
bilinguals, and monolingual American English controls. We predicted that 1) monolinguals and
early bilinguals would show better performance than late bilinguals and 2) discrimination of the
[ʌ] vs. [æ] contrast would be easier than [ʌ] vs. [ɑ] and [ɑ] vs. [æ]. The results supported our
predictions; [ɑ] as the target was the hardest contrast for all groups. Our findings revealed that
L1 spectral-temporal cues and L2 age of acquisition affect L2 speech perception.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Late learners of a second language (L2) often struggle to perceive critical phonemic contrasts
in their L2 despite years of L2 exposure and use (e.g., Bohn & Flege, 1992; Flege, Bohn, & Jang,
1997; Flege & Bohn, to appear; Strange, 2011). In this study we incorporate two different
experiential variables in L2 learning to investigate L2 phoneme perception: phonemic properties
of the native, or first-learned, language (L1) and the age at which they began learning the L2.
Earlier age of acquisition (AoA) of the L2 has been shown to correlate with more native-like
phoneme perception in the L2 (Birdsong, 2006; Flege, 1995).
The Automatic Selective Perception (ASP) model claims that second language learners find
certain L2 speech sounds particularly difficult (Strange, 2011). The reliance on Selective
Perception Routines (SPR) in the L1 has been used to explain how an L1 can affect perception of
the L2. An SPR is a highly over-learned routine developed over time when a person learns their
L1 (Strange & Shafer, 2008; Strange, 2011). Native language SPRs help the listener pick up
relevant perceptual-acoustic cues (such as tone, duration, or spectral cues) that are necessary to
quickly comprehend spoken language. This mechanism reduces the cognitive load for speech
perception, thereby releasing cognitive resources for language comprehension.
It is hypothesized that L1 SPRs become entrenched during early development; L2 learners
need attentional resources to effectively extract the relevant L2 perceptual-acoustic cues because
they need to override their L1 SPRs. Thus, speech perception in the L2 requires greater cognitive
effort. On speech perception tasks, this greater effort can be seen as longer reaction times and lower
accuracy. Early bilinguals, on the other hand, may acquire SPRs for both languages that are
equivalent to those found for a single L1. One question addressed here is whether early bilinguals
show equivalent speech perception to monolinguals listeners, in terms of discrimination accuracy.
Studies also suggest that SPRs in an L1 can transfer to the L2. Thus, if the L1 and L2 both
make use of a particular cue, then L2 speech perception will benefit. Hisagi and Strange (2011)
found that native English speakers naïve to Japanese performed well on Japanese vowel-length
discrimination tasks after a short training period. It is possible that the native English speakers in
the study were relying on L1 durational cues (found in English vowel contrasts) to discriminate
vowel length in Japanese target words. Similarly, native Japanese speakers with very little
exposure to English showed better discrimination of English vowels that differed temporally (e.g.,
[ɑ] vs. [ʌ]) than those that did not (e.g., [æ] vs. [ɑ]) (Strange, Hisagi, Akahane-Yamada, &
Kubo, 2011). These findings suggest that reliance on durational cues in the L1 helped listeners
to discriminate phonemes in an unfamiliar language that also make use of those cues.
The Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best & Tyler, 2007) provides a framework for
predicting how easily a non-native listener will perceive the distinction between two phonemes.
PAM assesses the phonetic similarity of L2 speech sounds to L1 categories to predict whether
these L2 sounds will be assimilated into an L1 category as good or poor exemplars. This model
leads to the prediction that English [ɑ], [ʌ], and [æ] will all be assimilated into Spanish /a/, but for
Japanese listeners, English [ɑ] and [æ] will be assimilated to the Japanese long /aː/, while English
[ʌ] will be assimilated to the Japanese short /a/. In addition, there is some evidence that English
[ɑ] is a better exemplar of Spanish /a/ than [ʌ] or [æ] (Shafer et al., 2021). Furthermore,
discrimination may depend on which stimulus needs to be held in memory for a longer period of
time (i.e., the first stimulus in a series) (Cowan & Morse, 1986).
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The present study: This study examined speech discrimination of English vowels [ɑ] (as in
“hot”), [ʌ] (as in “hut”), and [æ] (as in “hat”) by non-native English speakers, using an AXB
discrimination task. Spanish and Japanese listeners were chosen because these two languages share
the same five vowels, but Japanese additionally distinguishes vowels phonologically by duration.
Age of L2 acquisition (AoA) was investigated as a predictive factor. In the current study, we focus
on two AoA groups (early and late) and compare performance of these L2 groups to monolingual
English speakers.
Aim 1: To address the degree to which bilinguals rely on L1 perceptual-acoustic properties
during L2 speech perception.
Aim 2: To explore the extent to which AoA affects L2 speech perception.
Hypotheses/Predictions: Based on previous studies (Hisagi et al., 2010; 2011; 2015; Shafer et al.,
2021), we predicted that Japanese speakers would show better discrimination of vowel contrasts
differing in both spectral and temporal cues (i.e., [ʌ] vs. [æ] and [ʌ] vs. [ɑ]) than that differing only in
spectral cues ([ɑ] vs. [æ]). In contrast, Spanish listeners are expected to rely only on spectral
differences, and thus, should show poor discrimination of all three contrasts. In addition, [æ] is
spectrally more different from [ʌ] than [ɑ], and thus, [æ]-[ʌ] is expected to be the easiest of the
contrasts for all groups to discriminate. With respect to age of L2 acquisition, we predicted that
the early L2 learners of English would show better performance on these contrasts than late
learners of English. Lastly, we predicted better performance when [ɑ] is presented first in the
series (i.e., the A stimulus in the AXB order) than when [ʌ] or [æ] is the first stimulus because the
first stimulus will be assimilated to the closest L1 category. Furthermore, the phonetic detail (such
as vowel duration) will be better maintained in memory for stimuli in the final position (e.g., B in
the AXB triplet).
2. METHODS
A. SUBJECTS
Native speakers of Spanish and Japanese, who were proficient in English, and a control group
of American English monolinguals were recruited for this study. Data were collected from 55
participants across five distinct groups based on their language background: 9 American-English
monolinguals (AE), 17 early Spanish-English (SPE), 8 late Spanish-English (SPL), 12 early
Japanese-English (JPE), and 9 late Japanese-English (JPL) bilinguals. Participants in the early
bilingual groups began learning English before age 7 (mean = 3.1 for the Spanish and 2.8 for the
Japanese speakers), while participants in the late bilingual groups began learning English at age
10 or older (mean = 13.6 for the Spanish and 12.0 for the Japanese speakers). Most of the SpanishEnglish bilinguals were residing within the United States at the time of testing, whereas several of
the Japanese-English bilinguals were residing in Japan. Not all early bilinguals had moved to the
U.S. at a young age. Some participants had taken English language classes or attended an American
International School within their native country. Monolingual participants had minimal experience
with any foreign language and only spoke English in their everyday lives. Participants ranged in
age from 19 to 39 years (mean = 26.1).
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Self-ratings of English proficiency differed across the groups. Participants rated their current
level of English proficiency across four domains: speaking, reading, writing, and understanding,
using a Likert scale from 0 (not at all proficient) to 10 (native-like). English proficiency ratings
are shown in Figure 1. Both groups of late bilinguals rated their English proficiency lower than
early bilinguals and English monolinguals. Japanese-speaking late bilinguals rated their English
proficiency as slightly lower than Spanish-speaking late bilinguals.

Figure 1. Box-and-Whiskers plots for self-rated English proficiency for each group in four language
domains. Likert scale 0 (not at all proficient) - 10 (native-like). The median is the central horizontal line
in the box and the interquartile range (IQR) is represented by the box boundaries; this boundary to the
whisker end indicates the upper (IQ3) and lower (IQ1) quartiles. Points outside of the whiskers
represent outliers (IQ3 – (1.5 x IQR) and IQ1 – (1.5 x IQR)).
Participants were recruited online through various means, including postings on universityrelated websites and word of mouth. All participants were given an electronic gift card worth $10
(or ¥1000 for participants in Japan) after completing the experiment.
Table 1 below describes the demographic and language background statistics for each group.
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Table 1. Demographic and language background statistics for 5 participant groups: mean age with
range, gender distribution (F = female; M = male), mean self-rated English proficiency across all
four language domains, percent of time Spanish/Japanese and English were used at home before
age 5, and mean age of English acquisition with range.
AE

SPE

SPL

JPE

JPL

Age (years)

29.8
(20~37)

25.1
(20~38)

30.5
(22~37)

22.0
(19~25)

26.1
(20~39)

Gender

5F 4M

14F
3M

6F 2M

8F 4M

5F 4M

Self-rated proficiency in
English (average of 4 domains)

9.8

9.7

8.0

9.3

6.0

Percent of time SP/JP was used
at home before age 5

0%

83.5%

100%

79.6%

100%

Percent of time English was
used at home before age 5

100%

19.7%

0%

20%

0%

Age of English acquisition
(years)

0

3.1
(0~6)

13.6
(10~24)

2.8
(0~6)

12.0
(10~13)
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B. STIMULI
The stimuli were produced by a young adult male American-English speaker (New York City
variety) with a fundamental frequency of 150 Hz (SD of 5 Hz) and recorded in a sound booth at a
sampling rate of 22,050 Hz. The vowels [æ ɑ ʌ] were produced in citation form in the disyllable
nonsense word form [Vpə], where “V” is the target vowel. There were three tokens for each vowel.
The mean word form duration was 427 ms ([æpə]), 392 ms ([ɑpə]), and 375 ms ([ʌpə]),
respectively. The mean vowel duration was 187 ms ([æ]), 184 ms ([ɑ]), and 134 ms ([ʌ]),
respectively, with a long-to-short vowel ratio of 1.4. The range for the fundamental frequency
was 126-137 Hz for [ɑ], 126-131 Hz for [æ], and 130-136 Hz for [ʌ] with a mean of 132 Hz. The
stimulus level was normalized using root mean square. Stimuli were played on participants’
computers at a comfortable listening level, and thus, the exact intensity of delivery varied. To
allow the participants to select a comfortable listening level, they were presented with sample
stimuli before beginning the experiment that matched the duration and intensity of the
experimental stimuli and asked to adjust their sound intensity to a comfortable level.

C. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Participants completed an AXB categorical discrimination task, in which they heard a sequence
of three [Vpə] disyllable stimuli. They were asked to judge whether the middle stimulus (X) was
more similar to the first or last stimulus (A or B). The middle stimulus (X) matched either the A or
B stimulus in terms of target vowel but was always a different token of the target vowel.
Participants were given two practice blocks to familiarize them with the task. The first practice
block included 6 trials and provided feedback regarding the accuracy of the response. The second
practice block included 10 trials without feedback. The stimuli for the practice trials were the same
as those used in the experimental trials.
After the practice blocks, participants completed three experimental blocks and were told that
they could take a 2-5-minute break between blocks. Each of the three blocks contained stimuli
with one target vowel: for Block A, [ɑ] was the target, for Block B, [ʌ] was the target, and for
Block C, [æ] was the target. The presentation order of the stimuli within each block was
randomized. The presentation order of the blocks was also randomized. Each block had four
different stimulus combinations based on the non-target stimulus vowel and the presentation order,
namely, whether the target vowel was presented as the first two (AX) or latter two (XB) stimuli.
Table 2 lists the twelve different stimulus combinations, indicating whether each vowel was long
(L) (for [ɑ] and [æ]) or short (S) (for [ʌ]). Each of the three experimental blocks included 72 trials,
for a total of 216 experimental trials.
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Table 2. 12 AXB stimulus combinations.

D. SOFTWARE
All participants completed the experiment on their own devices at a location of their choosing.
The study was first run using E-Prime Go. However, feedback from participants made it clear that
it was difficult to use E-Prime Go because they had to download an application onto their PC
computer to complete the study. In order to make the experiment more accessible and compatible
with both MacOS and PC platforms, the experiment was programmed in PsychoPy, which was
found to be more successful for use with a wider range of participants. A total of 42 participants
completed the experiment with E-Prime Go and 13 participants completed it with PsychoPy.
E. PROCEDURE
Participants completed an online consent form before accessing the experiment. They were
then asked to listen to sample stimuli (different from the experimental stimuli) that were
normalized to have an identical root-mean-square value as the experimental stimuli. Participants
were encouraged to use headphones if possible, for both the sample sounds and the experiment.
After adjusting their volume to a comfortable level, participants began the experiment with the
practice blocks. They were instructed to press “d” on their keyboard if the middle stimulus (X)
was more similar to the first stimulus (A) or “k” if the middle stimulus was more similar to the
final stimulus (B). The experiment took no more than 15 minutes to complete. Lastly, participants
completed a comprehensive language background questionnaire using Qualtrics.
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3. RESULTS
A. OVERALL GROUP COMPARISON
Overall discrimination accuracy across the five groups was assessed. Because the variances
were not homogeneous, Welch’s F-test was used for group comparisons. Results showed
significant differences among groups (p < .001). Welch’s t-tests showed significant differences
between the SPL group and all other groups (p's < .05) except JPL, and between the JPL group
and the AE controls (p < .001). A boxplot of the overall accuracy per group is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Group comparisons for overall accuracy. The median is the central horizontal line in
the box and the interquartile range (IQR) is represented by the box boundaries; this boundary
to the whisker end indicates the upper (IQ3) and lower (IQ1) quartiles.
B. GROUP COMPARISON BY BLOCK
Welch t-test (two-tailed, equal variances not assumed) was used to test the differences among
the three stimulus blocks. Block A presented [ɑ] as the target, block B presented [ʌ] as the target,
and block C presented [æ] as the target. Discrimination accuracy by block was evaluated and the
following significant differences were found.
Differences among groups were significant for Blocks A and C (p’s < .001), while Block B
showed no significant difference among groups (p = .125).
Block A ([ɑ] as target) – The SPL, JPE, and JPL groups had significantly lower accuracy than
the AE group (p’s < .02), but the difference between the AE and SPE groups approached
significance (p = 0.057).
Block C ([æ] as target) – The SPL and JPL groups had significantly lower accuracy than the
AE group (p < .01), but the differences between the AE and SPE and between the AE and JPE
groups were not significant. A boxplot of group accuracy by block is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Group comparisons of accuracy by block. The median is the central horizontal line in the
box and the interquartile range (IQR) is represented by the box boundaries; this boundary to the
whisker end indicates the upper (IQ3) and lower (IQ1) quartiles. Points outside of the whiskers
represent outliers (IQ3 – (1.5 x IQR) and IQ1 – (1.5 x IQR)).
C. COMBINATION DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
We compared the contrasts based on our prediction that the discrimination of [ʌ] vs.
[æ] (Combinations 6, 8, 9, 11) would be easier than the other contrasts, [ʌ] vs. [ɑ] (Combinations
1, 3, 5, 7) and [ɑ] vs. [æ] (Combinations 2, 4, 10, 12). Table 3 below shows descriptive statistics
for each combination based on the mean number of errors and median with range. There were 18
trials per combination per participant.
Table 3. Mean number of errors and median with range (min and max). Bolded: mean error rate
> 2.0.

The SPL group produced more errors in Block A (Combinations 2, 3, and 4) and Block C
(Combination 12) compared to the other combinations. Some of the early bilinguals in the SPE
and JPE groups performed more poorly on these as well. The same contrasts also seemed to lead
to more errors for some of the Japanese listeners, although they generally performed better than
the SPL group. Combination 3 ([ʌ]-[ɑ]-[ɑ]) seemed to be the most challenging for all bilinguals.
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4. DISCUSSION
This study addressed the degree to which bilinguals rely on native perceptual-acoustic properties
during L2 speech perception. As expected, monolinguals and early bilinguals performed better
than late bilinguals on discrimination. Late bilinguals’ perception of English vowels appears to
be influenced by their L1. The overall lower discrimination performance for Spanish speakers is
likely related to their inability to make use of the duration cue. The Japanese listeners performed
better because they could make use of the duration difference between the spectrally similar
vowels [ʌ] vs. [ɑ]. According to the ASP model, late bilinguals struggle with L2 phoneme
perception because they use their L1 SPRs more than L2 SPRs. The current findings support this
prediction and suggest that the L1 SPRs of native Japanese speakers benefit their ability to hear
the distinction between these American-English vowels whereas the L1 SPRs of native Spanish
speakers are not very helpful for these pairs.
Specific vowel pairs: Performance seemed to be strongly affected by both the duration cue as well
as the degree of spectral difference. Block A ([ɑ] as target) was the hardest across all bilingual
groups. We predicted that the [ʌ] vs. [æ] contrast (Combinations 6, 8, 9, 11) would be easier than
the other contrasts, [ʌ] vs. [ɑ] (Combinations 1, 3, 5, 7) and [ɑ] vs. [æ] (Combinations 2, 4, 10, 12),
and the findings supported this prediction.
Studies suggest that the phonetic detail of a speech sound decays with time (Yu, Shafer &
Sussman, 2017). We predicted that L2 learners would perform better when the target stimulus X
was more similar to stimulus “B” (e.g., the [ɑ]-[ʌ]-[ʌ] order) because the phonetic detail of the
final stimulus in AXB sequence is still accessible in short-term memory (Shafer, et al. 2021). In
contrast, when the target stimulus was more similar to “A”, (as in the [ʌ]-[ʌ]-[ɑ] order), the
phonetic detail of the first two stimuli has decayed by the end of the trial, resulting in less
certainty of whether the middle stimulus is more like the first or the last. The nature of the
memory representation for vowels may drive these asymmetries (Yu & Shafer, 2021). For
example, Cowan and Morse (1987), using a synthetic vowel continuum, found better
discrimination of tokens of /ɪ/ versus /i/ in an AX task when /i/ served as X and this asymmetry
was accentuated at a long ISI of 2s. Listeners appear to be more affected by decay of a short-term
memory trace to an L2 speech sound than for an L1 speech sound because they fall back on L1
long-term memory representations. Thus, the short-term memory mechanism is the same for
monolingual and bilingual listeners, and differences in performance are due to how much the
listener needs to rely on long-term memory representations.
These results are consistent with previous studies which have shown that the native language
strongly modulates discrimination accuracy. Specifically, the presence of a particular cue type in
the L1 served to better predict performance on L2 speech than a language-independent calculation
of phonetic distance (in terms of spectral or temporal acoustic differences); however, the current
study extends this finding by providing additional information regarding which contexts allow for
greater access to phonetic detail.
Age of acquisition: We explored the role of age of L2 acquisition on L2 listeners’ reliance on L1
perceptual-acoustic properties. Our findings showed better performance for earlier learners of the
L2. This finding is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Flege, 1995). In a future analysis, with
an increased sample size, we plan to examine to what extent L2 proficiency and experience with
the L2 can modulate L2 speech perception.
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Spanish vs. Japanese group comparability: Given that the participants did not all reside in the
U.S., one might ask whether the Spanish-English and Japanese-English groups can be directly
compared (with the United States being largely English-speaking and Japan largely Japanesespeaking). We argue that the groups are sufficiently comparable based on the local language
environments in which the participants participate. The early Spanish-English bilinguals primarily
grew up in the United States and spoke Spanish at home and in their local communities and English
at school and in the broader community. This is quite similar to the early Japanese-English
bilinguals who largely grew up speaking Japanese (or Japanese and English) at home and in their
local communities and English at school and with peers (in the U.S. or at international Englishinstruction schools in Japan). By contrast, the late Spanish-English and Japanese-English
bilinguals primarily grew up speaking only Spanish or Japanese, respectively (essentially
monolingual until learning English). The language environment during childhood for the two late
groups in both their local and broader communities consisted of their native language.
A few limitations of this study should be acknowledged. First, the number of participants across
groups was not uniform. While our analysis yielded similar patterns for early versus late bilinguals,
more subtle group differences may not have been detectable due to the small sample size of some
of the groups. These are preliminary data, and data collection is ongoing. Another potential issue
is a confound between age of acquisition and L2 proficiency and use. Early bilinguals reported
higher English proficiency than late bilinguals, in general. With the current sample size, it was not
possible to disentangle these two variables, but with a larger sample size, we will be able to model
the contribution of these different variables to perception of these English vowels. The use of
single word frame is another limitation, but we intend to use these speech contrasts in another
electrophysiological study. As a result, our choice was dependent on that. Lastly, this study was
conducted online. We encouraged participants to complete the experiment in a quiet room and to
use headphones, if possible. However, this testing format does not allow for the experimental
control that is possible in a laboratory setting, and thus more individual variation is expected in
this type of study than in one completed in a laboratory under controlled conditions.
5. CONCLUSION
This study addressed how L1 spectral-temporal cues and L2 age of acquisition affect L2 speech
perception. The early bilinguals showed higher accuracy than the late bilinguals, but they still
made more errors for certain contrasts than the monolingual English listeners. The monolinguals
performed similarly for all contrasts. It seems that monolinguals’ experience with these contrasts
has made perception highly automatic and accurate, supporting Strange's (2011) ASP model.
Although we focused on age of acquisition, we cannot rule out that the differences are driven by
proficiency, and this will be explored in future work.
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